This article explores measures, operationalisations and effects of rhythm and weight as two constraints on the variation between the s-genitive and the of-genitive. We base the analysis on interchangeable genitives in the news and letters sections of ARCHER (A Representative Corpus of Historical English Registers), which covers the period between 1650 and 1999. Thus, we are ultimately concerned with the applicability of two factors that have their roots in speech (rhythm: phonology; weight: online processing) to an 'unconventional', written data set with a historical dimension. As for weight, we focus on the comparison of simple single-constituent and more complex multi-constituent measurements. Our notion of rhythm centres on the ideally even distribution of stressed and unstressed syllables. We find that in our data set, both rhythm and weight show theoretically unexpected quadratic effects: rhythmically better-behaved s-genitives are not necessarily preferred over of-genitives, and short constituents exhibit odd weight effects. In conclusion, we argue that while rhythm is only a minor player in our data set, the quadratic quirks it exhibits should inspire further study. Weight, on the other hand, is a crucial factor which, however, likewise comes with measurement and modelling complications. which argues that it is the total dependency length that increases processing difficulty 128 due to working memory constraints. A relatively fixed branching order decreases 129 overall length, as do violations that are short (Temperley 2007: 305ff.) . Wasow (1997) 130 argues that production complexity is important, as speakers are unlikely to have both 131 constituents fully planned when the choice between realisations is made. Instead, This article is concerned with alternating genitive constructions, i.e. genitives which 182 can in principle be realised both as an s-construction (3b) and an of-construction (3a). 183 In other words, we analyse genitives which are grammatical variants in the Labovian 184 sense of expressing roughly the same meaning (Labov 1972; Rosenbach 2002: 25) . 
Constraints

220
Although there is no substantial difference in meaning between the two genitive variants 221 in many cases, genitive variation is not free but conditioned by a variety of factors.
222
While this article is focusing on rhythm and weight, these factors will not be analysed between the stressed ones, and a stress clash (10c) with two adjacent stressed syllables.
395
3 Some words occurring in our data are reported to be subject to lexical stress variation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Nares 1784; MacMahon 1999) . A test excluding all genitives dating before 1850 -the time where stress variation in our data stops -shows no difference in the behaviour of rhythm. To put it another way, these minor stress shifts do not affect rhythm. 4 For the coding of a handful of alphabetisms (e.g. FBI, CBS) we referred to the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (http://oald8.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com). When of-ED is greater than s-ED, the comparative eurhythmy distance is positive 440 indicating that the s-construction is rhythmically more optimal than the of-construction.
In example (11), the cED is therefore 2 -1 = 
There is a complication involving possessums, namely that they often require and therefore the resulting value is ln(2) = 0.69; in example (17) the possessor is 586 only 1/6 as long as the possessum, and the log ratio is ln(1/6) = −1.79. We also 587 determined the logarithm of the total length of both constituents, ln(3) = 1.1 in (10)
and ln(7) = 1.9 in (11 according to Baayen (2008: 182 We can remedy this problem, keeping the log ratio as our base, by including the total in words has almost no influence. For medium-length genitives, we find a steep slope, 1100 and for long genitives an even steeper one.
1101
We have left character length out of the discussion of ratios. Similarly to the character 1102 length residuals, we can calculate character ratio and total length residuals from the 1103 word-based values. In (35), the possessor is one word long and the possessum two, a 1104 log ratio of -0.69. In characters, however, the ratio is much more extreme: 3 characters 1105 compared to 19, and a log ratio of -1.85. The relationship between both log ratios 1106 is generally much closer, which makes the possessum unusually long in characters.
1107
The residual in this case is -1.08. Similarly, the total lengths are 3 in words and 22 1108 in characters. This is slightly longer than average, and therefore the log total length 
1174
This means that overall, rhythmically more optimal constructions are not preferred. 
